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In a perfect world, goods and services exchange hands, products work properly, services are 

satisfactory and payment is made. While contracts, whether verbal or written, appear 

straight-forward, perceptions can be different. Interpretation, communication and

circumstances can turn a sound business transaction into a challenge.

In today’s complex business environment, it is important to address challenges immediately. 

Many times, differences of opinion or perception can be avoided when proper legal advice is 

given. It can be as simple as reviewing a contract and communicating provisions and

consequences in writing to close out an open issue.  Other times, contracts are silent in areas 

where there are differences of opinion.  When an impasse occurs, it most likely involves 

compensation for a service or product, or the interpretation of a contract requirement.

Significant matters typically involve more 
comprehensive legal action.

When agreements go awry and a resolution 

cannot be reached, companies must seek legal 

counsel to weigh options and determine the 

best course of action.   

Outside counsel can provide an unbiased review of the situation, feedback and

interpretation and options for recourse. Often, the issues become personal and emotional. 

Weighing options and determining starting points from which to approach the other party can be huge first steps in a speedy
resolution. Options can include:

Mediation           Arbitration           Litigation

Protecting Business Interests

Legal Options

Litigation

Usually a last resort, a clear impasse 

can lead to litigation. A trial evaluates 

the impasse along with the applicable 

law and will bring closure to a dispute.  

Trial | Binding

Clear Winner and Loser

Arbitration

At the request of the parties or a judge, 

a neutral professional is retained to 

assess the issue, make a determination 

and identify a resolution.  

Sometimes Court-Approved 

Can be Binding or Non-Binding

Mediation

A neutral professional is brought in by 

both parties and their counsel to help 

find common ground, compromise
and agreement.  

Brought in by Both Parties

Non-Binding
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Taxation
Strategy & Planning
Compliance & Interpretation
Estates & Trusts
IRS & Tax Court

Capital Funding
Private Equity
Venture Capital
Capital Procurement

Estate Planning & Administration
Asset Protection
Legacy Planning
Trust & Succession
Wealth Preservation
Special Needs & Circumstances
Administration & Settlement

Litigation
Dispute Resolution
Labor & Employment
Partner Challenges

Intellectual Property
Copyrights
Patents
Trademarks

Anthony J. Madonia & Associates, Ltd. has been Providing the Right Direction on 

legal and tax matters to businesses since 1995.   We are distinguished by a 

dual focus in both the law and tax.  This professional experience allows us to 

provide comprehensive support when protecting business interests; 

addressing the complexities of managing a business, clients and the 

workforce; planning for expansion; or, working through transition.

Our professionals have decades of experience in advising companies and 

their owners. From providing legal counsel for business issues to

protecting assets, we address client needs with a straight-forward approach 

to doing the right thing for the right reason in the right manner.

In addition to delivering solid legal, business and tax counsel, we pride 

ourselves in developing strong, long-term relationships and serving 

as a business resource resource for clients. We also spend time in

the business community giving seminars and workshops that

provide information and perspective on changes that affect businesses

and individuals.

When you retain Anthony J. Madonia & Associates, Ltd., you acquire a valuable team member, a partner focused on your 

business, your community and your results.  

Let us be your Trusted Business Legal Counsel for all legal and litigation matters.
Call today to learn how we can support your needs and protect your interests.  

365 Litigation & Dispute Resolution™

        I.    Gather

Initial Contact

Information Collection

II. Evaluate

Research/Collaborate

III. Identify Options

Define solutions

IV. Present Options

Solicit Client Feedback/Direction

       V.    Implementation

VI. Resolution

anthony j. madonia & associates, ltd.Anthony J. Madonia & Associates, Ltd.

Additional Services
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